Chapter Three
In 1906 Canon Rawnsley wrote a book entitled Months of the Lakes, which featured
a chapter about Mardale and the hunt. Rawnsley didn’t’ like hunting but the following
passage suggests either he actually went or interviewed someone who did,
The following text is copied from the original.
THE MARDALE SHEPHERDS' MEETING.
There lies to the east of the great High Street range a little water flood the
Roman soldiers looked on with delight, for it called them back to their own
lakeland hills, but they looked on it too with awe, for its waters seemed as black
as the Stygian lake they feared.
Ages before the Romans ran their high street, this lake was cared for by the
shepherd children of Neolithic times. Their camps, their burial grounds, their
standing stones are with us on the fell sides that slope to this lake which we call
Haweswater to-day. The Vikings gave it that name, for it means the Halse
Water or Neck-Water, and the neck is the promontory that the Messand beck
in lapse of centuries has made, that runs out from the north-west shore towards
the Naddle forest, and so nearly divides the lake in two, that one end is called
Low Water and the other High Water.

An aerial view of the old lakes of Haweswater, notice the narrowing between high
and low water, called the straits, the new road scar can be seen on the far side of
the valley.
One can get to the lake from Penrith up the Lowther valley or from Shap and
Bampton, and when one has reached it one cannot linger by the shore if the sun
is westering, for there is no house of call nearer than the Dun Bull, and this is a
mile beyond Haweswater, beneath the Nan Bield Pass. Arrived at the Dun Bull,
or, as it is called affectionately by the shepherd folk, ' Dunny,' the traveller
must needs stay unless he is a pedestrian, for the road-makers were so pleased
with them- selves or with the inn when they got there, that they determined to
go no further. But Dunny is like Rome all roads lead to it. If one climbs from
Ullswater to the gap between Kidsty Pike and High Raise, or descends by
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Randale or goes up by High Street from Hayeswater, and comes down by
Riggindale, or comes from Staveley over the Nan Bield Pass between Harter Fell
and High Street, or passing up from Kendal by the Longsleddale valley descends
over the Gatescarth Pass between Harter Fell and Branstree, there is but one
house of call to be seen in the Mardale Vale below, and that is the Dun Bull.
There is a certain feeling of royalty as well as royal welcome about this little
Lakeland hostelry, for it is the ancient seat of the Kings of Mardale. In the
reign of King John, so runs the tradition, a certain Hugh Holme, an outlaw by
reason of the King's tyranny, found refuge here in the recesses of our Lakeland,
and living in a cave under Riggindale Crag became the chieftain of the wild
dalesmen here about. One, Rudolphus Holme, of the same family in the
fourteenth century built an oratory where the Mardale Church stands, and from
that time to the present the Holme family have lived on in the dale. The one
house of call, the Dun Bull, is but the natural outcome of the hospitality of the
Kings of Mardale. They, when owners of the one house at Mardale Green, were
ever willing to entertain angels unawares, and as the tourist became less of a
ram avis, they enlarged their house for his reception. Still to day in part of the
building lives the last of the royal line during the summer months.
One does not wonder that a refugee in King John's time found rest to his foot
and safety from the terrors of the law in this unfrequented valley. It is still so
remote that it is without benefit of police. If a gentleman in blue came to
Mardale they would not know whether he belonged to the military or civil arm.
So out of the world is this part of the Lake Country that a legend has it there
was once, for lack of an almanac, a quarrel between the clerk and the priest of
the chapelry of the neighbour dale, Swindale, as to whether it was Saturday or
Sunday, — and as for Greenwich time the clocks go their own gate and time o'
dale and time o' day are what the shepherds like to make it. It is true that the
Mardale folk have a tradition that a kind of weird aerial clock is heard striking
the hour on still days above Bampton Moor, so that it would seem as if the good
angels that tell the hours are determined the dalesfolk shall not suffer from
being sixteen miles from a clock.
But once at least in the year Mardale has ' a gay good getherin o fwoke fra far
and near.' On the third Saturday of November, the shepherds' meeting of the
year is held at Mardale. Determining to combine pleasure with business, a hunt is
organised, and after the sheep are sorted out and claimed, the rest of the day
is spent in merriment and cheer.
It was Friday evening, November 17th, that a lover of the shepherd life and
shepherd customs of the dales found himself at the Shap station and began his
walk of nine miles towards the nick in the grey hills that told where Nan Bield
lay. He passed through the long straggling village street of Shap, out by the trim
garden patches and orchards and on by the quaint quickset hedges cut into
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forms of birds by careful village ' topiarians,' and gained the undulating bleak
country with its gleaming white grey walls, its scattered farms surrounded by
sheltering trees, and descended to Bampton. Away on the Knipe Scar to his right
were, he knew, remains of Druid worship, away in the hollow of the moorland to
his left the monks of Shap had left their mark — Shap Abbey, beloved of the '
good Lord Clifford ' of old, and perhaps his burial place, lay there. Below him the
Lowther sparkled in the keen frosty air through meadows grey with hoarfrost.
On went the pilgrim through Bampton, whose little village school gave in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries honourable judges to the Woolsack, and
bishops to the Bench, and taught its classics so well in the beginning of the
nineteenth century that it was said of the Bampton hinds ' they ploughed their
fields in Latin.'
As he wandered through Bampton he could not help being in mind of a certain
yeoman family that sent forth, in the person of Hogarth the painter, the
greatest satirist of the brush England ever produced; in a previous generation it
gave to Troutbeck the greatest satirist with his tongue, in humble life, the Lake
Country knew. Thence on, over the Lowther where the pearl oysters used to
abound, and away to Haweswater, the road led the wanderer by Thornthwaite
Hall on the left, where ' Belted Will ' is said to have died after a hunting day in
the pleasant meadow between the road and Haifa beck — Haifa so written today, but surely Halsa in the olden time, for it is the beck that flows from
Halsewater. In sight now of Haweswater, what most strikes the traveller is the
darkness, the ebon blackness of its gloomy flood at this late season of the year,
for the sun passes very early beyond the hills to the north and west, and the
gloom of the lake seems intensified by the purple blackness of the heather on
the hills near by, and the sombre russet of the leafless Naddle Forest on the
far side of the lake.
Not a sheep, not a shepherd is to be seen. Yet this entire valley was once filled
with the wild tribesman's life. There on the right are the five vast mounds we
call to day the Giants' Graves. A little higher on the hill is the ancient camp
enclosure of Winyates; the Menhir or Standing Stones, called to-day Four
Stones, are further along on the ridge, and Dry-Barrows and Beck Barrows are
some of the many memories on the near hill of the long-forgotten races passed
away.
Forward now the road goes, by Measand Beck and Measand School — school
chiefly famous for having trained an estates man’s son to become an eminent
Bishop of Carlisle, Bishop Law, whose Ellenborough descendants became famous
as lawyers and statesmen. The sky is red-golden in the west and the glow flushes
all the children's faces as they come tumbling out of school.
There were different hours kept at Measand School for Mardale children in the
old time. One of the rules of the founder of it prescribed that school should
commence at 6 a.m. and go on with an intermission of one hour for breakfast,
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one hour for dinner, till 6 p.m. It was a long day's grind for dominie as for
children, but it gave us sturdy scholars and well-furnished brains.

The old School at Measand. Mardale
A shepherd passes by with twenty ' Herdwicks ' bound for the Dun Bull, and the
Shepherds' Meeting. " It's gan to be a nippy neet I'se thinkin', and ivvry way
it's mappen like a fine daay for t'do up at t'Dunny tomorrer," he said.
So on the wanderer went through the tingling air. The Laythwaite crags and the
breast of Bampton Moor, brown and grizzled grey rose up to the great rampire
of the Roman Road on the right hand, and Whelter crags, Basing crag, and Castle
crag, stood dark and gaunt in front. The little Mardale Church and its ancient
yew trees appeared, and the road turned sharply to the left round the
churchyard and bore towards the Mardale beck, beyond which lay the goal of
the journey — the ' Dun Bull ' Inn.
The Mardale Church has this peculiarity that for many years’ two priests served
it. Situate on the boundary of the two parishes Bampton and Shap, the vicars
used to take turn and turn about. This plan was a gain to the worshippers, for
they heard two sides of every question. It is to be hoped that they did not keep
a box of sermons, as the priest at Swindale was said to have done, and were
content to take the first one to hand for Sunday use. If they did, it is to be as
devoutly hoped that the priest's landlady interfered, as she did at Swindale, and
administered a rebuke, which, though it savoured of ' poddish ' making, was none
the less forcible and plain. " Noo, noobarn," said the good woman, " thoo mun just
stir up that box a bit. Sermons is beginnin to coom vara thick."
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Mardale Church
Maundy Thursday, according to the old churchwardens' accounts, in Mardale
Chapel was a great day of the year. It was then that alms were bestowed; then
the Holy Communion was partaken of; then that the overseers hired out the
orphan lads and lasses to neighbouring farms under strict conditions. The
churchwardens' accounts contain entries like the following:

— " Resolved that Jobby Dobson is let to Mrs. Ritson from Whitsuntide to
Whitsuntide 1827. The overseers to find him a new jacket and a hat and pair of
clogs. His mistress to find him with bed, board, and all other necessary apparel,
and to deliver him up at Whitsuntide 1827 in as good a state for clothing as she
finds him." " Resolved that Betty Jackson is let to Will Simpson till Martinmas
at 38d. a week." " Resolved that Ann Mattinson is let to Jonathan Barnes at 3s. a
week. She is to go one quarter to school, the overseers paying for her
schooling."
In such simple practical ways did the Mardale patriarchs care for the poor at
their gates, as witnessed by the parish book of Mardale Chapel. Church services
cost little enough; there was no lighting or firing to pay for in those days. It is
true the sundial had to be re cut in 1789, at a cost of 16s. 4d., and a pitch-pipe
was procured, at a cost of 4s., but these were extraordinary expenses, and the
Church was kept in repair and Divine Services carried on for an annual cost of
£6. The ravens and foxes and eagles were parishioners that cost much more
than the minding of orphans or the ordering of worship. Ravens' heads were paid
for at 6d. each and foxes 2s. 6d to 3s. 4d. (Old English coinage)
There was no pack of hounds at Mardale in the early part of the eighteenth
century, ( it is likely that prior to the formation of the Patterdale and Matterdale
hounds who subsequently became the Ullswater Foxhounds, hounds were kept by
each farm and used to hunt down foxes accused of lamb or poultry worrying) and
the Mardale folk were obliged to take the killing of the vermin into their own
hands. Eagles must have been plentiful if only a shilling was set on their head.
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Alas for it, only one eagle of the golden wing has been seen in the Lake Country
in this past year, and he came to encourage folk to subscribe for a sanctuary for
wild life, on Gowbarrow Fell, and only remained for a few days before he
returned to the north.
Riggindale opened out finely on the right hand, but the wanderer turned his back
to Kidsty Pike and High Raise and Rough Crags and set his face for Selside,
crossing the beck from Mardale Green. He was soon sitting a weary but not
welcome guest by the cosy kitchen fire of the Dun Bull.
Why not welcome? Because every bed had been engaged by a party of
Manchester men who were going to join the Mardale Hunt on the day following,
but a bed was found at a farm near by and meals at the ' Dunny ' were possible.
How the wanderer fared may best be told in his own words: " As I was sitting at
tea in the Dun Bull the dogs barked and ran furiously into the road. ' Dogs is
likely cooming,' said the servant lass, and in another moment Joe Bowman,

Joe Bowman
the well-known huntsman of the Ullswater pack, and a couple of hounds entered
the kitchen. " ' Git oot wilt tha,' he cried, and the dogs disappeared like a flash
of lightning, then taking his huntsman's cap off, the stout-built man with the
sturdy determined look and close-cut moustache, a man whose face had been
weathered into mahogany with a touch of colour in the stain, bowed to the
company and was soon at home with us all. I knew Bowman by repute. For two
hundred years the horn had been in the family, and keener sportsmen never
drew breath since John Peel was run to earth, or old John Crozier gave his last
tallyho. " ' Are foxes plentiful this year? ' I said. " ' Nea nut sea menny as theer
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was a few years back.' "'How's that?' for I remembered that two years ago the
pack accounted for one hundred and twenty ' sly-uns ' in one season. ' Have you
been hunting them too hard? ' " ' Nea,' said Joe, ' it's not that, but fowks lies
taen to putten em doon.' " And Joe was right. The old days of the Mardale
Churchwardens' Accounts had come back with a vengeance, for in the course of
the evening I heard that not less than three hundred foxes had been ' put down
' in the district which is hunted by the Ullswater hounds during the past twelve
months. And it shows what our Cumberland and Westmoreland hill ' bields ' can
do for a hardy fox hood, to think that notwithstanding this, the Ullswater pack
have still their work to do.
" We sat down to tea, —' haver bread,' cheese, tea cakes, jam and apple pasty
galore, and then I strolled up to the farm where a kindly body had promised to
give me shelter for the night. The cupboard near the fire was dated the early
part of the sixteenth century, another old oak cupboard was in the hall; my
bedroom was furnished with an old-fashioned half tester bed, and I knew the
mattress had been aired by the homely method still in vogue of taking turn and
turn about with other mattresses for the good man and his wife to sleep on. The
bedroom only seemed to lack one thing; it had no lock on the door. The little
daughter of the house was practising away on that instrument so dear to
Westmoreland dale-farms, a ' melodeon,' and we soon made friends; for though
it is matter of regret with me that the violin has been banished in favour of the
melodeon, a farmhouse without a bit of music is no farmhouse at all, and a
melodeon at least can make time and tune for a ' laal bit o dancin "
We fell to talk with the good-man of the house about the customs in the dale.
Formerly in Mardale, they told me, at weddings everybody, bride, bridegroom
and company all went ' to t' Kirk on herseback,' and, after the ceremony, raced
a break- neck race home. The first to get in received a silver-mounted whip, the
last a consolation prize of 1 lb. of - Dacca.' They still, I found, kept up the
custom in the dale of touching the cheek of a dead man lest they should dream
of him, and still, though they knew not the reason, used as a charm the rowan
tree, the igdrasil or holy ash tree of old Viking times, in the cream pot. The
cream- stick, or, as they called it, the ' thivel,' was always of mountain ash; and
for the same reason, namely that the rowan berries were berries of the sacred
tree of life and immortality, the Mardale women-bodies gathered, so I learned,
the mountain- ash berries in the autumn and placed them in salt and water to
preserve them as it were in pickle, and used them during the winter months for
the making of funeral wreaths.
I went down with my host to ' Dunny ' at seven o'clock with the wife's voice of
warning in my ears, that if we were late ' heam ' we mud sleep i’t byre, fur she
wadn't stay up for us, sea theere.' Already one felt the breath of the
shepherds' meeting had possessed the Dun Bull. Farmers and shepherds who had
come over the fells with sheep for the morrow's meeting were sitting on the
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settles, with their dogs at their feet and with pots of hardly-tasted ale in front
of them. Very silent and weary they seemed and well they might be.
They had been ' raking ' the high fells for a week past in quest of their
neighbours' sheep. Presently one whose thoughts were evidently with his dogs
out on the moorland said as if he was speaking almost in his sleep, and was
addressing nobody in particular, " Ah saw that yan o thine wid t'lamb this
mornin'. Ah tried to git till far side on't but my dog wasn't ' wiet ' eneuf, and
t'yow bolted and got crag fast, sea ah hed to leave it, but Ah'll hev anudder try
furst thing i't morning."
I learned that the shepherds' meeting at Mardale " wasn't founded in't memory
of man." That the shepherds gave up a week to ' raking ' the fells and bringing
down to the Dun Bull the sheep that were not their own. That though there is a
Shepherds' Guide with all the lug-marks and smit marks of the various flocks in
it, it is very seldom referred to, for all the shepherds ken the marks as well as
they ken their own bairns. From the time whereof the memory of man runneth
not to the contrary, a hunt succeeded by a good dinner ushers in the shepherds'
ceremony of ' swortn ' the sheep; and after the sorting a hound trail and pigeon
shooting at clay pigeons affords diversion till daylight fades; then tea is served
and the shepherds who determine 'to remain on spree,' as they call it, instead
of driving their sheep home, make a night of it. I gathered from the old farmers
that they thought ' nowt ' to the hound-trail and pigeon shooting. They wur
new-fanglements and mud varra weel be dispensed wid.'
" Do you ever have any difficulty about handing the sheep back to their rightful
owners? " I said. " Naay, naay, nobbut when smit-mark's weshed oot or lug-mark
hes got destroyed by wear and tear. Noo and agean we send yan back as
neaboddy can claaim ye kna."
Poor little unclaimed herdwick! What a picture of forlornness! Surely the
scapegoat in the wilderness was not much more forlorn than the friendless
sheep that none could own, sent back to the winter mountains.
I learned that as many as two hundred sheep were thus annually brought
together and returned to their rightful masters. " It's very good of you to take
so much trouble," said I. " Naay, naay barn, why its nowt," was the rejoinder. "
Ye see its fair aw roond. They deu t'saame fer me."
A great barking filled the kitchen and all the dogs rushed out, for the noise of
wheels was heard and soon Manchester poured itself into the hostelry. Sturdy
young fellows in knickerbockers, in leggings, in shooting jackets and every form
of unkempt, rough, untidy dress, their faces glowed from the frost, their
appetites were keen, and we were all of us soon seated round a supper table
where ' tatty pot ' was the principal dish. Then pipes were filled, songs were
called for, and liquor flowed. The Manchester men meant well, but they did ill.
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The fellside shepherd is not one who thinks that the only way to be happy is to
be full of liquor, but he is much too much of a gentleman to wish to hurt the
feelings of the man who proffers it, and in his very fear of offence he deems it
his duty to take the liquor provided. There was a deal of duty done that evening
at the Dun Bull, and I shall never forget how the gude wife up at the farm
rounded upon one of those who in his self-sacrificing efforts stayed up till the
unconscionable hour of ten. " Thoo girt loompheed thoo. Thoo knaws varra weel
that thoos gaan on t'spree termorrer neet, and thoo knaws varra weel that yan
neet in't year is mair than will sarra. Git oop to’ bed man and be shammed o
theeself, a-keepin' decent fowk oop till an hour like this."
I must do my friend the justice to say that he was as sober as a judge, but
doubtless ten o'clock was a late sit up in a Mardale household that wakes and
works at five o'clock no matter what the morning weather may be. I was up
myself ere the last star had faded, and the household had already long been
astir. We were still in the shadow and should be till late on in the afternoon, but
the tops of Kidsty Pike and Whelter Crags opposite were blush rose with the
rose of dawn. A heavy ' rag ' frost whitened the vale, and grizzled the fells. "
Owr hard for hunting, I doubt," said my host as I bade him good morning and
went down to ' the Dunny ' for breakfast. It was a splendid view that one got at
the Dun Bull inn door on this crisp bright November morning. Branstree and
Selside were all in shadow, but shone by reflected light from the rosy Whelter
Crags in a dress of grey armour damascened with gold, such was the effect of
the red bracken seen through the hoar-frost on the slopes. Harter Fell rose up
beyond Branstree, capped with snow, but grim beyond imagining, and Nan Bield,
striped like a Zulu Kaffir's shield all black and white, seemed to put a touch of
horror to the scene, which one forgot in a moment for the friendly laughter and
sunlight of the crags that rose up in the happy morning light. Kidsty and High
Street were invisible from the hotel door, but one had seen them from the
hospitable farm, and one knew by the light in heaven and the golden cloudgalleons sailing high in air that the red deer on the far heights were rejoicing in
full sunshine.
Breakfast was now the word. We all sat down together,— hunters, shepherds,
Manchester men, landlord and wife. ' Poddish,' ham and sausage ' for ivver,' as
my neighbour said, was the fare. Then, after breakfast, Joe Bowman went for
his dogs. With but little hope of scent, he ' lowsed,' as it is called, at the Grove
Brae farm, and the dogs went up across Branstree towards the head of the dale.
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Grove Brae
Three of the hounds were seen to disappear over the top. Gone off on a hunt on
their own account, Joe knew well what hounds there were, and bidding us, if we
wanted to see anything of the sport, get across the valley and climb up to the
top of Rough Crags, he went on bravely with the rest of the pack, and was soon
lost to view among the crags and the mist that rose, as the sun rose, along the
steaming heights.
We crossed the river by a couple of larch-tree poles that do duty for a bridge
and clambered up to a vantage ground 2042 ft. above sea level; all the time we
heard a kind of elfin music, the voices of a hunt heard in a dream. " Dogs is gaen
" was all that was said. At last a keen-eyed sportsman said, " By gocks! dogs is
coomin back," and sure enough, with the fox in front of them, the three hounds
that had been lost to view, though to Joe Bowman's memory very dear, came
tearing over the lower end of Branstree, then doubling back right across the
breast of the Fell above Dunny and so on to Harter Fell, they doubled back again
on to Branstree, dashed along for nearly the whole length of the fell breast, till
the music and crying that was caught up, echoed back from all the crags of the
vale, ceased, and we knew by the twinkle of bodies that clustered round a mass
of fallen rocks a few hundred yards above the Dun Bull that the Tod had gone to
earth, and the hunt was ended.
There was a rush down and across the dale to be in at the death, but my
sympathy was with the ' varmint.' I had never been able to understand the
nobility or the sport in sending terriers into a ' bield ' to worry a holed fox, and
I was glad to meet Bowman walking away from the crowd with a look of disquiet
and disgust on his fine bronzed face to think that when foxes had been so
thinned they should not have let this poor ' varmint ' live to run another day.
The hunt had begun at 9. It had ended at noon, and the fox deserved better
treatment, for he had brought the hunters back to their dinner table almost to
a moment. Such a dinner! Beef boiled and roast, plum-pudding and mince pies. I
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heard one old shepherd say when pudding time came, " Naay Ah'll nut hev any
pudding, thank tha. It'll spoil t'taaste o't round o' beef."
Before dinner the sheep had been driven into a garth at the back of ' the
Dunny,' and dinner ended and the fifty shepherds satisfied that they had done
all that could in justice be expected of them to do by the roast beef and the
plum-pudding, we sallied forth to see the ' sworting out ' of the Herdwicks and
the return of the lost sheep to their respective owners. What struck one was
first the quickness of eye that in that sea of faces could detect in a moment
the particular mark, the cropped or ' stuffed ' ear, or the particular smit that
the owner claimed by. And the dogs were as keen as their masters. " Why, why,"
a shepherd said to me, " dogs ken as weel as ony of us. Ken by t'smell on em, I
think, and wad pick em oot like a man if they war left to theersels."
Certainly as the sheep thus sorted out were released from the pen and headed
for home, the dogs seemed as proud and pleased as their masters, and we heard
their rejoiceful yapping and barking far away down the valley. But the next thing
that struck one was the honesty and honour amongst these fellside shepherd
folk. " Is that yan thine, Joe?" a shepherd would say. Nayther me nor Isaac can
make owt on't. It's been badly lug- marked and t'smit marks is worn off. I saaid
and he thowt it leuked like yan o' thine. T’top on't showder's t'saame."
" Naay Thomas," came the answer, " it's nut mine. Ah only wish it war. What's ta
mak o't lug mark o that hauf-bred yowe theer wid Scotch lamb? " " Ah mak it
oot to be varra nar a fork, but nut quite," says a voice by my side, and I hear the
answer, " Dusta ken what that un is thoo hes hod on. Ah think it mud be Jim
Birkett's. It hes his mark on, hooiver, an hesn't pop. Ah'll back owt he’s missed
poppin it." And up comes Birkett. " Nay he'll not saay of hissel," but if that is
the opinion of the majority he'll claim to be owner of the half-marked sheep.
There is a good deal of chaff about a poor little half-sized creature that no one
will own. " Dusta ken owt about that thing theer, William? " " Naay that I
divvent; but what! it mud beleng to thee I'se thinking. Gress upon thy ' heaf's '
varra poor as we aw kna at best of times. Its bin a seun-spaened one, I'se
thinking." " Seun-spaened," said I, " what is that? " " Seun-spaened," replied the
shepherd, " what thoo knaws if a babby yes is weaned before its time we say, '
It's been ower seun-spaened,' and lamb's is saame way at times." " Ista gaen to
stay on't spree toneet, Bob?" a shepherd says to a younger man. " If thoo is I
can tek sheep doon dale for thee."
Little by little the ' herdwick ' assembly melts away, and ere the last shepherd
has left the garth, we hear the hounds baying in their leashes at the hostel
door, for the man with the aniseed cloth has been scented, and they know that
in a moment or two they will be flying on the trail across the valley and up the
fellside and so home to the inn.
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Hardly had the hounds started when a knot of younger shepherds was seen
gathering round a catapult, which sent clay pigeons flying into the air. " Well, you
see," said one, " pigeon-shooting at live birds, it's not sport, it's just cruelty,
and we’ll hev' nin of it at Mardale." Bang went the guns and the clay pigeon
generally lived to fly again. It seemed a little incongruous to have any pigeon
shooting of clay-kind or live kind at Mardale.
As one bade adieu and went back towards Shap through the waning light of the
frosty eventide, one could not help wishing that neither Manchester jovialities
nor Hurlingham hospitalities had ever been introduced to Mardale. Something of
the simplicity of that time-out-of-mind shepherds' meeting in the wilderness
had been lost never to return. But there was also something in the surroundings
and in the naturalness of those fine gentlemen-shepherds of the fell which
nothing could annul; and the honour of give and take at that shepherds' garth at
the Dun Bull was a memory that could not fade, a heritage that no modern
invention or invasion could destroy.
Months at the Lakes by Hardwick Drummond Rawnsley 1906
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